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Among the outrageous cases filed in the court, one of the most surprising is the Liebeck v.
McDonald's Restaurants case, also named the "hot coffee lawsuit". Stella Liebeck got about $ 2.8
million as payment for the physical trauma she obtained from the hot McDonald's coffee.. Until now,
the nation is divided whether the claim was too exaggerated or worth defending.

Claims such as the "hot coffee lawsuit" are just a few examples of the most shocking claims ever
submitted in court. Whether tort or auto accidents, exaggeration of claims is something that has
gone into full afterburner, with the said suit being among the pioneers. Maybe it is best for food to be
eaten in the restaurant or when the vehicle is at full stop. Similar to alcohol and cell phones, food-to-
go can get you distracted.

On a related case, several months before Liebeck's victory, a man filed a suit versus the same
restaurant chain because of a spilled milkshake. After purchasing his milkshake and fries on the
drive-thru window, he drove away with the milkshake in between his legs. Obviously, it was an
unlikely place to put a milkshake. He spilled his milkshake, got distracted, rammed a car from
behind, and pointed the finger at McDonald's for the absence of a warning tag.

Even though the case was disregarded by the court, these cases may hold a lesson worth learning.
Normally, the auto wreck attorney Utah residents speak with can assist you with legal matters and
other concerns. However, as the lawyer's client, you also must be responsible when making your
complaints. Judges usually do not enjoy settling outrageous complaints, with most of them being
scrapped without hesitation.

When consulting a car wreck attorney Utah has to offer, always make sure that your claim is not
senseless. After all, the court is a place where involved parties can resolve things peacefully and on
agreeable terms. As it is a motorist's responsibility to drive safely, a person's duty is to be
responsible for whatever course of action he takes. Being a responsible individual accounts for the
fast and fair resolution of any case filed to the court.

Perhaps the judiciary arm has yet to see the last of these shocking claims, but count on a Utah car
wreck attorney to deal with them. If you are the target of an outrageous lawsuit, a good attorney can
protect you from being accountable for something peculiar. Liebeck's victory may remain in the
archives of history, but a situation similar to this may only happen once in a while.
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